Allergies and avoiding cross contamination
Cooking for family is a daily task that is fun and can bring the family together. But when
you are cooking for someone with food allergies, it becomes a little trickier. This is the
same for eating out when you have an allergy. Knowing how to manage cross
contamination risk and taking the necessary precautions is essential for your health.
Cross contamination is the name given when one food comes into contact with another
food, resulting in their proteins (what your body reacts to in an allergic reaction) mixing.
For example, using a barbeque to first fry eggs, before moving on to cook bacon and only
wiping down the barbeque with a wet cloth in between. This type of cleaning is not good
enough to completely remove all trace amounts of egg left on the barbeque, which means
that trace amounts of egg may get onto the bacon. If a person who is allergic to eggs then
eats this bacon, they will have the same allergic reaction as if they had eaten the egg.
Possible sources of cross contamination with foods
During food processing:
• Shared manufacturing and packaging lines
• When food is transported
• When food is stored
During point of purchase:
• Food sold in bulk cases where shared utensils are used to hand out (e.g. baymaries)
• Deli foods
During food preparation:
• Shared use of any equipment/machinery without proper cleaning (e.g. knvies,
blenders, cutting boards, frying pans, barbeques, deep fryers etc)
• Food service (kitchen/waiter) staff not changing gloves when preparing an allergenfree meal
Due to where foods are placed:
• When different foods are stored near each other there is a higher risk of cross
contamination/mixing (e.g. buffets, juice bars, pick’n’mix shops).

At home
For most people living in a home with an allergic person, it is often easiest to completely
remove the allergen from the house to avoid any accidental eating (especially in children)
or cross contamination. This may not always be possible, so it is important to make sure
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For further information contact your Dietitian or Nutritionist:_____________________
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